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QUESTION 1

You are building a chatbot by using the Microsoft Bot Framework Composer as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit
tab.) 

The chatbot contains a dialog named GetUserDetails. GetUserDetails contains a TextInput control that prompts users
for their name. 

The user input will be stored in a property named name. 

You need to ensure that you can dispose of the property when the last active dialog ends. 

Which scope should you assign to name? 

A. dialog 

B. user 

C. turn 

D. conversation 

Correct Answer: A 
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The dialog scope associates properties with the active dialog. Properties in the dialog scope are retained until the dialog
ends. Incorrect Answers: 

A: The conversation scope associates properties with the current conversation. Properties in the conversation scope
have a lifetime of the conversation itself. These properties are in scope while the bot is processing an activity associated
with the conversation (for example, multiple users together in a Microsoft Teams channel). 

B: The user scope associates properties with the current user. Properties in the user scope do not expire. These
properties are in scope while the bot is processing an activity associated with the user. 

C: The turn scope associates properties with the current turn. Properties in the turn scope expire at the end of the turn. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/composer/concept-memory?tabs=v2x 

 

QUESTION 2

You are building a natural language model. 

You need to enable active learning. 

What should you do? 

A. Add show-all-intents=true to the prediction endpoint query. 

B. Enable speech priming. 

C. Add log=true to the prediction endpoint query. 

D. Enable sentiment analysis. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/luis/luis-how-to-review-endpoint-utterances#log-
user-queries-to-enable-active-learning 

 

QUESTION 3

You are building a language model by using a Language Understanding service. 

You create a new Language Understanding resource. 

You need to add more contributors. 

What should you use? 

A. a conditional access policy in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) 

B. the Access control (IAM) page for the authoring resources in the Azure portal 

C. the Access control (IAM) page for the prediction resources in the Azure portal 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/luis/luis-how-to-collaborate 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing the knowledgebase by using Azure Cognitive Search. You need to process wiki content to meet the
technical requirements. What should you include in the solution? 

A. an indexer for Azure Blob storage attached to a skillset that contains the language detection skill and the text
translation skill 

B. an indexer for Azure Blob storage attached to a skillset that contains the language detection skill 

C. an indexer for Azure Cosmos DB attached to a skillset that contains the document extraction skill and the text
translation skill 

D. an indexer for Azure Cosmos DB attached to a skillset that contains the language detection skill and the text
translation skill 

Correct Answer: C 

The wiki contains text in English, French and Portuguese. 

Scenario: All planned projects must support English, French, and Portuguese. 

The Document Extraction skill extracts content from a file within the enrichment pipeline. This allows you to take
advantage of the document extraction step that normally happens before the skillset execution with files that may be
generated 

by other skills. 

Note: The Translator Text API will be used to determine the from language. The Language detection skill is not
required. 

Incorrect Answers: 

Not A, not B: The wiki is stored in Azure Cosmos DB. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/search/cognitive-search-skill-document-extraction 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/search/cognitive-search-skill-text-translation 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You are building a bot and that will use Language Understanding. 

You have a LUDown file that contains the following content. 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://github.com/solliancenet/tech-immersion-data-ai/blob/master/ai-exp1/README.md 
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